Much of our everyday life involves making decisions and choices. Using behavioral paradigms from game theory, recent neuroimaging studies have begun to probe the underlying brain processes associated with human decision-making in the context of social interactions. These studies identified the prefrontal cortex as a decision-making hub that incorporates emotional biases from affect-related brain regions. Using the Ultimatum Game, Impunity Game and Fixed Decided Offers, we conducted behavioral and neuroimaging (fMRI) studies to further elucidate the roles of the network of cognition-and affect-related brain regions in economic decisionmaking in situations of fair, undercompensated and overcompensated (unfair) monetary offers. The behavioral data showed that the unfair undercompensated offers were much more likely to be rejected than fair (nearly equal) offers. Most of the unfair overcompensated offers were accepted. The standard univariate analysis of brain responses in these games provided new insights into the neural bases of maintaining punishment goal, accepting overcompensated offers, and protesting an unfair offer. Our connectivity analysis further showed how the cognition-and affect-related brain regions coordinate activity in economic decision-making in situations of equity. These findings support the emerging view of brain organization that complex cognitiveemotional behaviors are the results of dynamic interactions of brain areas currently attributed to different functional specializations.
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